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Above, A bloody paper
towel sits in a ringside
garbage can Tuesday at
the Washington United
Youth Center in San Jose
after being used to clean
up a nose injury.
Left, Jeremiah Smith,
a senior majoring in
aviation, spars with
another member of the
SJSU Boxing Club Tuesday
at the Washington Union
Youth Center in San Jose.
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Students discuss issues in the black community
By Tandrea Madison
DAILY STAFF WRITER
When the ladies
!VIM I ciiva Theta
Sorority first armed at the Student Union
ohlone room on ’I nesday inght to set up
lot then discussii in. there were less than
In allendec, ise it 110WeVer, as the 1111n
1111:, licked 1/.\ . they prepared themselves for
mitre They arranged chairs, set up a table
shots casing their chapter and put out food.
By the end 01 the night, the Ohlone room
was so lull it was standing room only
I he question 01 the night and title of
the discussion sias ’’Why Can’t We All Get
Along.’"
I he discussion was set up to facilitate
cons ersations about the relationships and
interactions %% ithin the black community,
addressing issues such as black on -black
mlence. matenalom, young parenting and
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Blogger
on break
from Iraq
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Jessica Loebig wins
only contested race

This year, 469 students voted in
the Associated Students election.
Jessica 1..oebig. who ran for director of extracurricular affairs, won
with 299 votes. Iler opponent, Mark
Powell. came in with 144.
"I’m feeling good." she said. "I’m
just excited that people came out and
voted. Being the only one contested,
it really meant a lot to Inc.’’
This year’s voter turnout was not
as high as previous years. Last year,
1,6.47 students voted, and Alberto
Gutierrez received W7 votes to become A.S. president.
This time around, Gutierrez was
re-elected as A.S. president after winning in a race in which he was unopposed. Out of the 469 votes, he received 368.
"This is a bittersweet victory." said
Joel Bridgman. director of student
rights and responsibilities. "The bitterness comes from the apathy of the
student population. The sweetness
comes from the fact that we actually
received votes and that’s support, and
support is always a good thing."
Gutierrez said that it %% as harder to
get students to vote this year because
there was not much competition.
-There was not much of an incen
tive for people to go out and vote,"
Gutierrez said. "Seeing how many
students didn’t care to tote made it
really challenging in a lot of ways."
A le x Ramos will remain as controller in the upcoming year. Ramos received 356 votes. Clic Angkhami won
for vice president with 358 votes.
"I’m really excited," Angkham
said. "We have our work cut out for
us next year. and definitely over the
Mine of this election, it showed us
we have even more work to do to get
students to participate."
Brandon Glover, director of business affairs, Benjamin Dresher. di
rector of student resource affairs, and
Bridgeman will return to A.S. after
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explaining what invited thy S
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Entertainment ’tele% ision s.
focuses on musicians’ lends
"It’s like a %%hole industii to siatch black
sti
iii inteieng
In:0141: light," she said It
t link
ink About it
thing to watch, il you d
According to the lit I 55 eh sib’. -lied- is
1.1kk, a look :it
a documentar
the rap battles .ind beets that made and broke
careers." The sat
1 At go es smite Institis it’ lilt
the early day s of hip hop And hoii beets
have gone from simple "dissing- to 1111Inki
Artists featured on the slits hate included
50 Cent. Ja Rule. In I ion’. I I. Cool .1 and
iminem
The first question I lentll is asked %%as.
’What do you guys heel out issues me ’- I he
response was immediate and mixed
"One thing l’s c’ noticed is that there ate

double standaids ith ma!, and females
111e \ !Man \ mencan community," said
I 1/4-11.1 Menthei
ircer
some people .igreed with I Over right
asi.o. Meis offered anothm opinion
We Ali\ s \sant to be hsioked tip.- said
Sedos I itake. slIk11:111 In allendillICe
sir’ should be doing it outset%
loom nodded their
’cople around the lm
aeleement and 1)ella membei Brandi !Ionic
\ lvtlearis said that It is tilt beyond people
rust \smiting to he "hooked up.h w an:
main resources out there
tot hlack people. but they don’t always want
she said
I lendos added that pnonlies were an is site
\sell She said where people should
I ’iincerned about higher education and
making pmeiessoe huh Cs. the were more
matenalisos
SEE DISCUSSION
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Saddam critic
makes SJSU visit
By Zeenat Umar
DAILY STAFF WRITER

A "Baghdad !flogger" who risked
ost atism under Saddam I lussem’s regime is Ili Illake hums ilt.t appearance in
an \ ineocan uniseisity ttislay at noon
at the Iii Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library on the second floor in rooms
225 to 229.
Salam Pax.
whose
real
name has never
been revealed
,icciirding to
ne%%. media,
has
contributed to worldwide
coverPax
age of Saddam
Ilussein’s regime and the
Iraq ’tsar I le began writing his news
On an Internet blog six months before
the iii nut and Cumiinued well into
the war Ile nsked retribution when he
opyill began voicing his criticism of
soddom’s government. lilting veils of
Ica I. iesentment and angel of an ordinary man according to The Guardian
and other newspapers.
To add to the dangers of li% ing under a represso e dictatorship, he di’
% ulged his homosexuality during a
period when thousands of Iraqis were
persecuted for minor offenses or no
apparent offense lor that matter.
l’ax nu:muffled in his blog that one
of- his friends %%as shot in the head,
mu others %%hi, is CI L’ arrested, and
one is cnt missing. lor no apparent
reason
-We’ve net er had a blogger in
Mc 19 years of presenting the Major
.X1111101, Series at the unisersity, and
it is a real pro [lege to bring to the
SJSI - community the man I think is
the most famous and most deservedly
famous !logger In the world." said
SEE BLOGGER
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Theater group to tour the Chinese stage
By Erin Hull
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Two San Jose State lniversity
television, radio, film and theatre
department professors will embark today. on a trip to the other
side of the globe, with aspirations
to foster an academic relationship
between San Jose and China.
Television, radio, film and theatre
graduate student Jennie Yeung
will lead department chair Mike
Adams and professor James K.
Culley from Shanghai to Beijing,
where they will visit various art
academies and film and radio centers in an effort to further their own
cultural education.
"We professors always want
to learn something new," Adams
said. "I know it sounds trite, but
it’s true."
The group consists of three people with different specialties, and
they plan to have a varied travel
experience that will accommodate
each person’s interests.
Adams, an advisor for campus
radio station KSJS, said he plans
to visit China Radio International

and is I, s king for small stain 11’. to
isit as %it’ll
(
is Iii, leaches Hash animation, said he lollys to lecture on
that topic s’. tile abroad as well as
scope out opportunities lot a sabbatical.
Beginning in Shanghai. the
group will be hosted by the
Shanghai ’lleatre Academy, which
Culley describes as "their big
(arts) school, like their Juilliard or
tel,A."
Ye ung, who rills as I ’hainnan of
the Silicon Valley Morin Festival
plans on involving some (*Wiese
students in this September’s traditional ’hinese testi% al
"Part of the reasm I’m going is
to invite some of the people (from
the Shanghai Theatre Academy)
to do exhibitions for the Moon
Festival ... they’re planning on
sending something like 20 people over to perform at the festival
along with the costumes." Yeung
said.
When ’meting visited the academy three years ago, she found the
people there were very interested
in an academic exchange mth
SJSU. Although Chinese educa

is usually 11101-C SIX:c1,111/Ctl
than in .-kmerican schools. I talc y
said that the systems’ dillerenres
might actually stork to the sill
dents’ advantage.
"If, for example. I a ’hi nese pro
lessor) could come 0% ei as a guest
lecturer or a specialist in simiething
that we wanted, then that would be
great. ... We may then he able to
give them something general. like
a general English education. or
something about American theater," Idley said.
The arts in China are steeped
in tradition, but are not falling behind in modern experimentation.
Culley said.
I’rddition is revered and nourished, but they are looking towards
the future," Culley said.
There are many similarities
between American theater and its
’hinese equivalent, Olney said.
"They have Italian opera. just
as we have a traditional IMropean
opera," Culley said. "There is a
lot of appreciation for the traditional opera form."
SEE CHINA
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From left, 4 -year -olds Annabella de Vries, Audrey Pesek and Alexa Maletis pet police dog Jago as San
Jose Police Department K-9 Officer Bryant Washington and senior child development major Megan
McCrea watch outside the child development preschool library Wednesday afternoon.
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Should the U.S. pull out of Iraq immediately?

Opposing Views:

E
Y S

At the three )eat mini% ersar) of the I ’.S. in% asion of Iraq. protestors
from all or cc the et saw) hare been speaking %rut against the is ar and
demanding that lir trips he brought hack ’Rime.
Pet iple arc I rust rated that three nears hat c passed, the death toll of
Iraqis and I ..S. soldiers continues to rise and there is still no end in
sig

We hare tailed in Iraq.
Our mission it as net er that clear an)ri a). Did %re send thousands
oi ,oldiels to stop Saddam Hussein i rim using nuclear. chemical or
biological %re:pills against inn- lamilies and friends.’ ()r did ni send
al -Qaida2 Or hare more than

rid to stop Saddam I rom helping

2.3114) American

lit.

soldiers died so that ire

I hese

ci mid

bring democrac). to the rest
the Middle East?
lire ansr% irs Ii these rItirstIrins remain as 1.0gP as L1 1n- three
after the start oi the conflict in Iraq A, it turned out. sa,ldain didn’t

What ire need to think about right non is ir hat is hest lOr the Iraqi
people. We made the decisitm to get instilted and help them out. Norr.
%re must eau% iihr ’itch to the end.

IMOD Iraqis dead since the

brought troops into Iraq to capture Saddam
a long term threat 10 the I ’tined

I lie

Shiite shrine.

States and a t.) rant %r ho lerrori/ed his

that man) obserr els sirs as a likel5 outer !me
after the hippling iii Saddam\ rep trite. We hare

/en,

pro% ided .114)aida nith tint 0111. .1 ’mulct ield

demts-ia,-)

, I!

and to help the Iraqi 61i/ens a

Ni !,91r stat this %%as going to be an eas) task

on it hich h % engage American tr, ’up. hut alst
generation ot disaflected >ming Iraqi men ir ho

and no one said it rrould happen ON ernighl.
e,.. %re liii e been at it ar for three ) ears. hut

hare seen their [withers cr) in lea is soldier,
crashed in thniugh their f n nit di it it,
siddlerr (rare i nutWed
A Merltall

is ho can 1,11t a time limit on hurt !Mg mn takes to
help out a coontr) that couldn’t help itself?

ciai51.1%s hardiest charactert/atit ins ol the 1, doing little to endear Iraqi, to inn- slated

Iraqi emit /ens suffered under tNaddam is regime, and the \ tilt continue ti ,taier until the%

it f reedom and dents:we)

are sir, ’tic C11..111211 I.. rise Ili,
selres i’

On I uesda) in Mar% land.
Found an Arm) dog handler guilt) tit ahusing inmates at Abu ihraib it
11isecuttirs in the rase, hi ti dug handler,
211()1 and 21M a4 Ac,.."rding
competed to see it hi’ \%.1s hest at scaring Iraqi prisoners intosihitti

According to a Februar) rept in

in the I

[void

dials suspect Iraqi highrr

is Stigeles

Iimes. 1

I he I

st iithei s

uie tit ih,

t training Iraqis to do just

proper] trained and

I!!run’ ’let helll 1101s, hefty,: entnigh Iraqis are

Ict end themselr es.

I understand the

Nn Mill he to sentence Iraq to failure.

’.S, soldiers in Iraq :ire famil) members and bored

ones of’ people in dii s count r) and arc dead) missed

s

We all an sitms1)

.i,rait their return and hope the) can come holm: as st it in as ptissihle.
lfirrerer. the) are or er there lor a re:15491. 11Pitead Ol complaining
’,II the it ar. people in the I nited States should he proud of the sol-

killing hundreds it SLUMP, V1. !Mllet at die hand, .9 I
soldiers. Iraqi securit) lorce, or insurgents. thousands i!! haw un
hare tort had first-hand esperience at %%Aching their patent- I HIM cd

diers. i aliant efforts.
I

killed. kidnapped i’c dragged arra) in the night.

e accomplished sti much in ihe past three )ears. According
I kV:111111011 ,I 1h:tense \10, site, then re le111.1% ed a in rant

Whit trill the) Name.’
Not Saddam. ir ho gets trotted out a ler% time, a’’
helore a tribunal that n111 net er be enlisideled eleild9..
V5115 didn’t the I .S. (turn Saddam tir er to an Inter tilt

..ried tor more than I I million Iraqi,

poll:
Should the U.S. pull cut of Iraq immediately?

rile In a democratic

election in 20Di and taken an oppre,sed st ’diet’, .ind set them free.
Fht: Si/Idlers tare made 1101.2e

alld it Rould all he a rraste it

the) just len ir ithout finishing the Joh.

the I tilted \ anon, tobunal that fried Serbian super r IIini
1i!
Vie ’,Wild, Inure hslened loom allies in
Wow% i
hate lel- I 7’s ",:a14’ns insPei- tors %%iirk
2BO.1. Instead. ire Lac..
pre-empur e strike %%idiom a plan to ’mist% the joh.

.1%% lea% c nor% riould he like just lea% ing littler in (ierman) during

aal

And horr should rte itirislu the pit,’" l’ull out American tri
Were doing more harm than good in Iraq lie haw till ’cm
rins! h,
greet us %silt.’ Rimers. We are ’matters in a hireign land Vi
ii i11114! u ii irk rsith the rest it die %rigid to heal the \liquid, ire ha, .
inflicted. We cannot rebuild Iraq alone. ()tu nation sinks deeper and
deepet into debt. hut it matter hi irr much mime% ire Tend in Iraq. rr
e and ire cannot sane Iraqis !WM
5’111111,9 keepnlIC Ins 4,5
ire hare guns in our hands.

lire I N. MUNI set iii esample hir Iraq. remit% mg our soldiers It mnr
the shirts it Baghdad. railing bit a general cease-fire. Bring the Shiite
and Sunni relignius leaders to the negotiating table, and end the tnt le

WWII, hoping er er) thing rrould \rock then out. It just di ’tint

Yes
r No

%%e

Results to last week’s question:
Should baseball players who have taken steroids be
into the Hall of Fame?
40%

girt’ up and quit. after some s23 I billion

make

(tare been spent on

%%at efforts and more than 12...1001,e, %plc har e died. the 2.114 American

s. ’idlers in ho Inure I\ their lit es itt iultI hare done sin rain.
We helped the Iraqis ohiain a ner% hrimid I reedr ,m. nor% tie

What do you think?

hare to

help them cunt% ate it. It hecarne our din) the moment tie stepped in
and became inrolred three )cars ago.We’re brought them this far and

allowed

Inert the) are most r tdnerable.
ire eant learn:
( hir soldierr. duties arc not miter alld 1% Ill 1101 lie nut er utitil 15E l:111
tits tps r% ill not jeopardim all the progress
cnsure that the remiir al

60% No

Yes

b

that ha, heen made.

rr,
I

tnt r inle115.5: III Iraq.

,tilt

s

equi plied

de.1111

iilleefs

Jamie Visger

md &l end them-

tint the Iti,nr!,ein

that

themsch es. We’re told Itial Amen, an tortes ate naming II:1111 Neelt
alt% ar
etiulinti
rit) lorces to fight lor themseIrc, but trainuq2

I

I lilted states

Hussein

We liar e been unable to flyer cm a cir ii nit

Hrwir .Sholitt

led some to belie% e that the entire tsar rras

( hir enllEerns at this point should he complete’) different than the)

l-chruar) bombing ot the Nskari)a mosque in Samara. an important

in title

e

Refl. Illree )cars ago.

calating sectarian tensit,n, ts’,Milli and Shiite Ntudims hare grappled
for political porr en. I hese Imitles qitti kl) spilled or er ink the sued,

Ryan Sholin

liustrations liii

a mistake and ire should just get out.
Athits shun, rue shtiuid he hc)ond questioning our reasons for gr,.
ng ti i \r at’. I he simple !act is that ire lire at in ar.

hare an) r% cap, ins it mass tlesn win in. and he rrasn’t helping il Void&
i Iraq has had plent) it’d oiiall esI he ir
Re lit iught de111,5:las

In r italent struggles that hat c lett nearl)

we owe it to the troops and the Iraqi
citizens to stay the course.

NO

The longer we stay in Iraq, the more
violence %veil face.

our [Millar) half rr a) around the rr
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We titre it to the ’alien soldiers.

(IR VIII/ 0 lilt I.

I 1, I

campusvoices

COMPILED BY MICHAEL BRADY, PHOTOS BY FANG LIANG

;

"Yes. I don’t think c
should have gone in
the first place."

Bat Ingistically ii
might take longer titan
that."

I don’t knnw...
I don’t know enough
about it to make an
educated guess."

An. I don’t think so.
but we should leave
as soon as possible..."

youjasi jtttll
i.
out, the nation (Iraq)
might just implode on
itself"

is, Of course. I think
the war is a hoax. No
nation should invade
(mother’s country. ..."
Fawad Khan
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Ryan Ganjtomari
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Congress needs to answer for the insane price of gas
A few years ago, pumping gas ti-ed to be nothing
more than a mere task that at times ss as annoying, but
didn’t involve pain. Nowadays, one goes through a
s ariets of emotions at the pump as they watch their
paycheck sink into the depths of their gas tank.
For me, I go through a series of thoughts while filling my tank that involve anger, despair. shock and
I rustration I find putting $35 into the diminutive tank
of my I londa Accord to be atrocious, especially when
I remember olds paying around $20 when I first purchased the can Ilse> ears ago.
For any little !Cason at all, gas prices seem to surge
in a Matter a da) s. Miamian) raping those on a budget, including students like u.s.
)11 eV:4:)111%43s 0,1111 to Use any excuse they can to
profit till 01 Americans. es en if it means lying to constutters in an effor to price -gouge.
When Hurricane Katrina hit, gas pnces in our
state dramatically rose to $3 a gallon. despite the
fact that refineries in the affected areas didn’t supply

California. What happen to the oil donated from other have been reporting record profits amid
issues.
nations after Katnna? We all saw large boats bringing proving that they ’re liar, 1\ 11) aren’t these Lorporathem over, but the extra supply never seemed to make lions feeling the crunch "t thy oil barrel’s higher cost.
it to American shores.
like %se (ruse to ’
l’udoubtedly, our supply would be affect\ en"inling to the Contra i’osta
ed by the shutdown of those refineries, but I
lines. ( ’lies rout’s annual les curies in
20(15 has e increased 28 per, cull, cant
seriously question if the disaster would afing them a total of 44198 billion in prol
fect the supply in that small amount of time.
tis
Claims that China and developing countries entering the gas market has put a strain
1. heir unjust ’milt, and pin c gong
ing are crippling ollIel Inkinslites
on the supply shouldn’t affect us all of a
like .1mencan automakr:is .ind the air sudden.
linc I intiist r Ii in bun n
This sounds more like excuses from the
RA CHEL HILL
oil industry whose tactics are more and more
ill t.
,,11
I.,1
%%110
hit e I.
to
staring to resemble those of the tobacco in..11
dustry.
Current prices are beginning to parallel the post Our pockets are 1101 "ails pillaged at gas stations,
Katrina market, without any mention of a feasible rea- but also ss hen ss c’ purchase other Lr em. sun Ii Is
postage stanys. public transportation tries. dep.10
son for the increase.
Li
that in
Exxon Mobil Corporation and other oil companies uncut stole products and au%

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web
site at www.thespartandaily.com.
You may also submit information in writing
to DBH 209,
TODAY
hf Int
Nightlife is a trine tor pranorig. hearing God’s word
and a place tr; comic, ixs oh believers 8 p m. at the
Sparlan S knninnrtal 1,11 Ilbile information. email
Ca/11/l/IN C’rtivadepr

5)5111

inside

Career Center
The Career ( ’enter will be holding a "Xlr ’a linen nets
W’orkshop’’ tram 1-4 p m. in the Career ( ’enter
Iridular I
l’or more information, contact Es ely it
( ’astillo al 924-6031.
Counseling Senu.es
Workshop on value differences with parents from 121 2)) p.ny in the Student I ’Mon !Slontalvo Room. For
more into, contact Illen lan at 924-5910.
Study Abroad
Professors Dennis Jaehne Hill Shim ss ill host an
information meeting on 111c study abroad program in
Bath. England, ni tIre 2111 I- Spring Semester From
10730-11:30 p iii in
\ forehead I fall, room 135.
For more intormation, e mint ss sham email sjswedu.

Socrates Cale
, A lhe beholder. or is sonic .lit As!
Is beauty in the es
ugly? Come discus, it in the Student 1 lion I ’,1, Inca
Room front 3-4 p inn In ir more intomiation, contact
Janet Stennsedel at ’).24 452.1

bar the BeerliosCII In-sill 31 I IC(’ .111111,,Itm In lie
12 4111 IS in in I
music buikling comer( hall I
Inge inti inflation r all 924 41,-4

Spartan Memorial Chapel Inclusive Mass
"A National Day of Prayer for Women’s /rdinabonsponsored by the Women’s ( )rdination Conference
At 1 p m at the Spartan Memonal Chapel. For more
information, e-mail vietonarue(ncuno.com

Ra,liel WI is the Spartan! MilvA&EEdttor."Prime
num! Pi ivileged" appears- every other Thursday.

I.RID
5,iel, ill! 1;1,11

a in

10 in I 1
2111

S4l.i ill

ill

lie

if 1 MI,.
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SJSU Laura User N.
A presentation on "Still A important replacement lin
FTP and telnet "At 43(1 pm in the Student t lion
Pacifica Room. For more information, contact Jeffrey
Thompson at Jefirey(a staticbag homehnux org

es the usage 01 gasoline in its savage to stores.
has squelched the stock market’s growth. pre% cluing it from fully rebounding from 9 11 and is
keeping stockholders from achieving true profit potential
It’s time tor Congress and our current administration to stand up to the oil giants and executives to
demand ansvsers for why gas prices and their profits
has e flared up so drastically. hurting 1 ..S. businesses
and consumers
I loss C% CI. since the oil industry is a large campaign
contributoi ro certain politicians. I highly. doubt if
they ’II revers c ails punishment for their deeds.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.
The deadline for entries is noon three working days before the desired publication
date. Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in
the order in which they are received.

kl1,01111],11111,

Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers
Meeting on the upcoming NSBE National Conference.
Student I ’nion Ohlone Room from at 7 p m. For more
information, e-mail basemembership4 yahoo coin.
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School of. Music and Dance Concert Sertes
Come listen to a student showcase hour pianist recital,

Center for Literary Arts
College of Humanities and the Arts

Pax
Salam
The Baghdad Blogger

Turn The Music World

Upside Down!

The most famous and the most mysterious blogger in the
world --Slate.com
His first visit to any American university

Enter to Win a 30GB iPod’’’
at the On -Campus Branch

12:00 noon, March 23, 2006
Conversation followed by public Q&A,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library (co-sponsor of
this event), 4th & San Fernando, San Jose,
2nd Floor Meeting Rooms 225-229.
Free admission.

of USE Credit Union!
While a new iPod is music to everyone’s ears, so is the grand opening of
USE Credit Union - the only on-campus banking solution
for SJSU students, staff and alumni!

7:30 p.m., March 23, 2006
Reading and hook signing, San Jose City Hall,
City Council Climbheis, 200 East Santa Clara
Street, San Jose. ’This event is co -sponsored by
the Commonwealth Club Silicon Valley.
Free O&M’

Sponsored by
The Student Union, Inc. of SJSU

Earn 7.00% APYr
We’re offering a 3 -month 7.00% APY Term Investment
to celebrate our 70th Anniversary.

We’re Your One -Stop, On -Campus Banking Center!

4.4.4
’IN
San Jose State

Free Interest Checking for Life
0 Free Online BillPay
s Thousands of FREE CO-OP ATM %
I. Student Visa’ Cards

UNIVERSITY

Student

For more information on Center for Literary Arts events, please call
(408) 924-4600 or visit our website at www.litart.org.
All CLA events are wheelchair accessible.

The iPod giveaway ends March 31st - so hurry in today!
Who knows? You could be the next Spartan
to turn the music world upside down!

The programs of the Center for Literary Arts are made possible in
part by funding from the Patrons of the College of Humanities and
the Arts at SJSU and by grants from the City of San Jose, Arts
Council Silicon Valley, and Applied Materials. The CLA thanks Citti’s
Florist, Hijinx Comics, the Or, Martin Luther King, Jr. Library,
Fairmont Hotel San Jose, MACLA, MOSAIC, Poetry Center San Jose,
the Associated Students and the Student Union, Inc. of SJSU for
sponsoring events.

Salam Pax’s book available at Spartan Bookstore
www.spartanbookstore.com

MAJOR AUTHOR

. Auto and Personal Loans
Fins t Mortgage Loans
(Purchases and Refinances)
. Home Equity Loans and Lines

USE
CREDIT
SJSU Event

Cartli

UNION

Center

290 7th Street
(just inside the Sport Club entrance)
(408) 924-2841

San Jose

1570

West San Carlos Street
14081

282-7707

NCUA
No

All loans sublect to approval Otters sublect to change *dhoti! noire A S5 Ownerstep Share Account required nof nwenberehop I
purchase necessary and need not be present to von Most be at least 18 years of age Non-members may enter dnnYlng On. entry per
lemon Contest ends 3/31/06 Call (866) USE -4.YOU1873-49881for contest rules Apple and ’Pod are tradernerks of Apple Computer
Requires a deposit of exactly SI 000 horn anon -USE source Account aniomsticaNy Mils Into. new 3 -month Term Investment at preveiling
/ores
Must also deposit an toast $100 in a lISE Checking Account. RS ponatly on early wehdrswels May not be combined wen other
offers One 7 00% APT account per person 3 st,ntinurn opining belendll of $103 required for Charter Extra Checking Account
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Beethoven center celebrates anniversary with music marathon
By April Maramag
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Sounds reminiscent of the 19th century.
were heard throughout the 1)r Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint I _lbw) ’s 111th Hiatt *fuesday. as
San Jose State t
ersity ’s School of Music
and the Ira F.
’enter for Beethoven
Studies hosted a six -hour Beethoven marathon concert
The event included perfOnnances by 11",
music majors. ranging from freshmen to seniors. PailICIa Stroh, curator of the Center
of Bei:thin en Studies and (iwendoly it
Mok. a professor and the Key board Studies
Coordinator at the School of Music
The concert was the first collaboration between the school of music and the ( ’enter for
Beethoven Studies.
"This is the first time we had a concert
here," Stroh said. It (showcases) the range of
Beethmen and how difficult his works are,
she said.

PerfOnnances covered Beethoven’s early
penod from as early as 1793 to his later works
spanning to 1827.
Senior music major Helen Kim said she
was optimistic about the concert.
"(It’s) a once-m-a -lifetime (chance) to hear
(different) periods of music by the same cornThe center was founded at SJSI.’ after real
estate developer Ira F Brilliant donated his
collection of 75 first editions of Beethoven’s
music to the university in 1983. according to
the center’s Web site
The donation formed the basis of a library
devoted to Beethoven’s MUSIC and humanitarian ace, implishments.
Celebrating its 20th Aimiversary, the center along with the school of music feamd it
suitable to hold the concert at the center this
semester The center, which is publicly and
privately- supported, holds the largest collection of first editions of Beethos en’s music
and manuscripts as well as over 3100 hooks
on Beethoven and, howe er appropnate. the

Guevara lixk of Beethoven’s hair
The marathon, which began at 11 a iii had
roughly three performances an hour. stopping
only for a quick intermission at 23(1 p.m.
Performers gave a hnel introduction to each
piece they played.
Many of the students began preparing for
the concert as early as last year
Kim said she has been practicing for the
marathon and her senior recital, a requirement
for music majors. "I got my piece last y ear,"
Kim said. "(I’ve) been working on this piece
bra year."
Others, such as sophomore music major
Loren Alonzo, were given their piece at the
beginning of the semester by Mok to prepare
for the event.
"For these two pieces. Ii practiced) for
about a month and a hall.- Alonzo said. "It’s
for the class, but also tor the esperience.Many of the students %%Ito ped onned were
from Mok’s Music 14(t.\ class
"It’s Beethoven studies." Kim said. "We
study Beethoven’s sonatas IA:pending on the

piece, (a sonata forin) has two to three move ments. (The) range from) fast, slow -fast, or
Just fast. slow tempos."
Those who happened to stumble onto the
fifth floor ’Fuesday could have mistaken the
melodic sounds as those from a movie because some of Beethoven’s work could be interpreted as a narrative, said Stroth.
"In MI to 1/402, Beethos en introduced
a new way of composing," Stroh said. "(He
built) entire symphonies out of a motive."
Stroth then played pans of a motive
Beethoven used, linking it to Shakespeare’s
work.
While the sounds of Beethoven’s %yolk
may not have interested many. the ( ’enter tor
Beethoven Studies saw several curious % isi
tor: ’Fuesday afternoon
"It’s a uonderlul place to sit and relax,"
said Joly nda Tresner I lolnies, who attended
the event. "(What’s interesting is that) the
person sitting next to yI in in our communication class could he a performer here."

BLOGGER- Pax to promote new book at King Library
continued from page 1

Share your interests and talents with kids!
vse ano looking for cilanisnivii,
and (recline tram Ittellliktl,
suppli I

I

We hone progrorns locoted throughout
Alameda, Contra Costa, Son f roncotco, end
Solon Count...

’ladle,’ MO

111foltgft tiles t itallftlt:i

WE ARE CURRENTLY RECRUITING FOR,

Residenrial counselors
Classroom ( ounselors
Awake Overnighi C otinselors
Social Workers
Special Education leachers

Sene..1 r-rotel off., i.oinpetitive sal.eies and
scholarship
excellent
benefits.
including
opportunities We provide comprehensive
training and supervision roan,;, you in your
professional development Reference Jot*
SlS1/0120 and email
yam
iesume to
hrribseneeacentecorg For more mfonnouon.
Oil (S10) 117 -1437
We recogn, the trntroa & importance of a drverae
staff and artniely seek ondmoduols *Ito ran bring
different perspectives to Seneca Center We ore
proud to be an Equal Opportunrty Employer

ti SENECA CENTER
k\ AV W. S

N

CACENTER.ORG

Mitch Berman, director of center
for literary arts at San Jose Slate
’niversity.
"(7onversation and extended
public Q Sr A with book signing,"
is one of the two free events cosponsored by the student union.
inc. and center for literary ails of
Skit’ and the King library.
The second event, "An eve
ning with Salam Pax," will be
held tonight at 730 p.m. at the
San Jose City Hall in the council chambers co-sponsored by
the Commonwealth Club Silicon
Pax has worked as a columnist
forThe ( ivardian and his filmed reports produced by Guardian Films
bite u on the Royal Television
St ic let . \ ward for Innovation
According to Berman. the afternoon event will include a video
Pax recently recorded in Baghdad
followed by a talk.
The audience will get a chance

Ill ask Pas questions in the last
segment
\
question is reallv off-limits
oith ’,dam Pas.- Berman said.
Acconling to the publicist for
the 11:1111:1 lor literary arts. lithe
Nlattheu s. the Iraq war is a lead
ing nest , story and people who
uish to hear an liaqi’s perspective
should come to the event
be mien:sting to hear
Ilas lir say about what’s
WI
Malt lunx said.
hc
"Ilc Itinny. but candid
liciman said that the es ening
a cons ersational session
I San I ’ulcrano. 1)111)mixlerated
ne ...papers
11,11(.1 ot the \
Ivel somo% hal hew!, 1,1 gel lute lum out ol thew nisi as Iraq is
about to erupt into co it star, with
Baghdad as its epicenter.- Berman
said "However. Salim’ is going
right hack again. so our heroism is
ser
limited."
Both events will include book
signing for the English version
of -Salmi’ Pas The Clandestine

Diary. of An Ordinary. Iraqi," that
has been translated into 13 languages.
S.ISC Professor Kate Evans
said she made attendance to the
event a requirement for an I figlish
class she is teaching this semester
in light of Pax’s book She said
that all the books included in the
syllabus started out as blogs.
"I kneu Pax was coming and
made his I), vok part of the syllabus so that my students will get an
opportunity to hear from an Iraqi
who was there before and after the
war," L% ails said
Mantles% , said the are expect
mg a large turnout considering all
the media attention they have been
receiving. She said there are three
telesision station, covenng it
"Media interest has been insane. u ith network and national
radio coverage," Berman said. "I
think all these people are on the
right track and that Wednesday
something very- major is going on
at San Jose State "

MARCH 23, 2006

CHINA - Group to
visit multiple cities
continued from page 1
As Chinese society changes,
however, so does Chinese theater,
Culley said.
"Just asAmericans andliuropeans
broke assay from the traditional 19th
century theater ... there is a very
modem approach today (in China).
Theater has always been political,
and they have that as well
After the first week, the group
will travel front Shanghai to Beijing
b) bullet train in Just one night. In
Beijing. they will visit the National
Drama Academy. the Beijing Opera,
and the Beijing Dance Academy.
The group also plans on visiting
the smaller city of I king ( ’hon. which
the) referred to as the "I lollywoixi"
of ( ’hints.
’The) make llollywood-like
films, but in some way’ti they’re
more interesting.- Adams said.
Yeung pointed out that the most
noticeable differences are in the visual realm.
"Chinese (filmmakers) tend to
use different colors, much stronger
colors like red." Yeung said.
There are many reasons for visiting ( ’hints. dams said.
"We’re not necessarily wanted in
ingland or Irance Aa Germany ...
plus, we’re il kit like them because
we have a 1:nr,,pean background.
China is the nets lumber, it’s the
future." Adams said. "We can bring
this back to our students, and certainly. in this area. China is a giant
influence Everything invented in
Silicon Valle is manufactured in
(’hints"
Although Chinese media has
latelv been under \\ estem scrutiny,
Adams said, "We 111,1 St ant to go
there with open 111115k
The top is not taken Ion diplomatic reasons, the group said. and
is solely for the enrichment of the
SJS1 academic conununity
"We its c many. 111:111) Asian student!s in out (theater) classes, and
the) are very excited that we’re going," Culley said. "We’re showing
respect to them and their culture."

Now’s The Time!
Great Hours for
College Students

Encinal High School Presents

Earn Up to $20 per
hour or more
(hourly+commission)

Looking for Leaders
with a Flair for
Fashion

4‘11148US1iRS
NOM 10111 inilf1101 OM ADAM MAGI

WAT( III TIIINGS BUBBLE AND POP!

Where:

Kof man Auditorium
2200 Central Avenue Alameda CA 9450
March 25, 2006
When:
7:00 p. m.
Time:
Admission: $20
Tickets.

TICKET WEB
www.ticketweb.com

Phone. 415.901.0210

Fox: 415.901.0230

Enthusiastic Outgoing
Personalities Required
Apply in Person
Monday-Thursday

TRUDYS
FROM I SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Further information contact: Encino! High School 510-748-4023

*All proceeds go to public education*

The

Pruneyard Shopping Center Campbell
trudysbrides.com

408-377-1987
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Demonstrating
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ELECTION - Six
are newly elected
continued from page 1
is inning then laces unopposed,

mpire

I ’Ana Lee I iepew II, director
01 sampris climate affairs, Ann
irabois ski, director of community Allan.. Pete Sakadjian, three tot
gs,criling affairs. Michael
Rcy es slit ector of legislative aftaus.
lau La/tar, director of
pirrir ramming affairs were newly
elected

.\ngkhu.iiii said she appreciated
people ot ung. e% en though the
numbers were low
-I think Ws great that people
voted. period.- Angkham said.
"I.% en tlimiiiittt only over 3(X) peoplesites) 11 of ine), I know every
single % sits’ mattered because it
makes a difference

MORGAN CHIVERS /DAILY STAFF

ft
SHIH FA (AD /DAILY PHOTO EDITOR
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School of Social Work lecturer Gil Villagran speaks to a group of about a
dozen students and demonstrators about the Vietnam and Iraq wars at
the Seventh Street Plaza Wednesday afternoon.

Students from Downtown College Prep and San Jose High
school walked out of class Wednesday to march through
campus to City Hall, protesting HR 4437, a bill that proposes
enhancement of border security and increased enforcement of
current immigration laws.

DISCUSSION - Participants point out lack of black students in the CSU system
continued from page 1
"You’re dying over material things,- she
said. "There’s people starving down the street
from you. hut you’re trying to put more ’ice’ on
your wrists"
AS. Director of Business Affairs Brandon
Gkwer agreed with I lendrix, say. ing he "hatedmoney and that blacks should try to decrease
how much they Tend.
’’Iiveiytxsis in this mom could cut their l’ood
bill in half. if they thought about it l’or real.- he
said.
Ile went on to say that ii students %% mild stop
eating fast food and started cooking their own
meals, they could sine a kit of money
Several other issues were raised. bin the central ones were child rearing, lack 01 tamily ties
and jealousy.
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity member Brian
Spencer said he kit the jealousy that (curs within the black community sometimes stems lion,
parents. lie gave an esample ol a single -parent
home where the parent stresses mil iat and lila-

terialism, not achievement and higher education
-We has e to Ii id a le% el that %se can compete
on with our peel’s,- he said "C I hitt level) is not
focused on school, it’s about beats, rims, clothes,
and cars"
I lendm %% anted to knoss how some sit the
problems could he fixed. Inc of the suggestions
was that people reach out to the children
"We need tir go hack to our toillintillities
and shoii these kids that we’re in college. M at
we did I L said Joel lindgeman. A S
e, tot ot
Student Rights and Responsibilities
lho is i’s
the know the, can do it nx) Ni its sh did Ilial
lOr

that there are less blacks ,a
in the I ’Altoona Stale I tits el ,0

tie went on to s.r.

tending

school,

S’s steiii

According to Me \\ el, site. in 2005 there were
23.-65. which act:sunned loi - I percent
hat’s pitihiul, lindgeman saul
Ili:min\ is rapped up the discuss’, in, sa hg
she appreciated ever)Arlie c,inung (mt
’I wanted to just put this up in eier)bodv 5
lace.- she said. ".( ’ause we need to do something

\\ c ’ re aliias evened about bringing the
communM trrether :mil for people knowing
Mole abut I cadi ithici. she said "I’m really
nd it people liked this sir
Plow, of the
an) 10 set nit ni,1 lit its knoW

7, 2006

San Jose State University
Martin Luther King,

’care worker,: throtigh,,,,r

FREE EVENTS... OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
Schedule of Events
’Tuesday April 4, 2006
Topic.
Willaborarion with (-),azaca Public Health,
, Lemons Learned
rannUismatitkii
1200 pm’ 1:00 pm
MLK Ir. Library, Room TM

capitolnissan.com

ALREADY GRADUATED?
ABOUT TO GRADUATE?

If so, see Capitol Nissan Today
and Receive a

$500

il

’

COLLEGE GRAD REBATE!*

- NY"

494

April 4

about it, not just talk
himonte ( os. a membet 01
I Wirt Sigma
liaternO, said he lilt people needed to do more
than just attend
"More people %s lit) is une t() these es ems need
to not just attend, but understand the purpose of
(them).- he said "The% need iii leave here with
sonic kii.ss ledge and some is isdr iii
Spenici felt that, no matter is hat. the event
was a great opponuno lor the black students on
ampus to come together in a pommy i5 ,i\
-I thought that, number one,- he said -It was
a good (\sail to bring the small Irlai k commumti that sic has,. on tainpus logellici It gave Its
dtanci, Ifi "Pie",iiiol’HutHIN We
agree to Ms:mice
hi an liters io% alter the discussion, I lendrk
said she is as tulip) is ith the is is things had

When it’s time
to move on,
here.
a

ovka Health

MAKE THE GRADE - GET A+ CREDIT
Graduate without Bad Credit and you can qualify
.! I
for our H hest Credit

.1 ’

j7.-- NOW
Congratulations graduates. After all your hard work, it’s time to move on to new things
-and Cherrywood is a great place to get started. It has the lifestyle advantages you want:
Private and quiet studio living
IN A serene environment of mature trees,
flowers and lawns
Private decks, patios or balconies
II Assigned covered parking - no more
on -street parking or expensive garages
III Broadband Internet access available

IN Cable TV-ready apartments
II Your choice of 2 fitness centers, 2 pools
and 2 spas
Enjoy 2 rec rooms - with billiards,
game tables and fireside lounge
7 on -site laundry rooms
Close to light rail for easy commutino

If you’re about to move up in the world, start by moving to Cherrinvoort Call or drop by today!
For your convenience Cherrywood is open 7 days ,1 vvvek
Monday thru Saturday 9 am -6 pm ,’ Sundays 11 ant - 5 pm
Bring a valid photo ID and take a guided tour

(408) 266-8070
Leasing office is located at 4951 Cherry Avenue. Suite ,59

CAPITOL
NISSAN
1120 WEST CAPITOL EXPVVY - SAN JOSE

APARTMENTS
Quii/ity /Emig... Naturally
Apd,,,,e4

ate, Jact

.+’

’as’ a-’ si deo.

-1300-400-2222

,tio, 4,51,1 ti,
SHIFT

v1111.1111
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Even after graduating front
Fresno’s Roosevelt High School
with a remarkable record that
many student athletes w mild envy.,
Lamisha Augustine said she never
imagined she would has c the same
kind of impact at a I )1% isron I university

ORTS PROFIL

MARCH 23, 2006

Senior forward ends her record -breaking career playing
for the San Jose State University women’s basketball team

Larniska Augustine:
By Sophia Serennetis

THURSDAY

combined.
Coach Janice Richard. who just
completed her seoenth season at
the helm w ith the Spartans, said
she knew right away that Augustine
had the potential to become an outstanding player.
"l’se enjoyed watching her
develop from a 17 -year-old to an
adult,- Richard said "And a de
cent basketball player into a really
great basketball player
records.
her
all
1)espite
Augustine said the insist imps dant
thing she’ll carry away Irian het
It w ill he her diCWICEICIICC at
ploma
"I came to san Jose State to get
an education,- \ ugustmc said "So
getting that degree means a list to

inc. hesides anything else l’s e lc
But this seam ii,\ 1111,11114:,
five-year veteran of the Sail Jose complished here at siSt "
Ay% sos as
Hut \ ugusime oo
State University women.. basket
polished a pla.1121 as she is usila
I lis
ball team, left her mark all
"When site came in I c.in hors
record books
est Is s,is she is &al)
In
January .
the hardest so uk
Augustine
became the 11th
I came to tug plaei III the
player inspartan
program,- RR: hard
San Jose said.
history to break
\ ugusi I tie didit
I AC
points
State to
seem to care much
She then went
as ademis s
on to break the get an education. So about
single season re- getting that degree either %%hen ’II,
first got to ,s1,1
cord for blocked
shots,
which means a lot to me, R land added
she mads
had stood lot 2ci
besides anything else a "But
complete tuns
years at 35 she
finished w Iii
accomplished around on both
I’ve
sides.- Richard cr in
blocked shuts
here
at
SJSU."
thought
"I
finned "She was
,C1111115 about e%
I’d just be a
Lamisha Augustine
role
player. \ thing she did
senior
forward
SJSU
Augustine said
she w ould cool
"I never thought
bring in tests that
I’d be put in the
she had done well
limelight "
on to show ott to the coaches and
The senior lonvaid ii
team, Richard added
ed nine double -doubles in her ti
Augustine’s work ethic didn’t
nal season after having a toial
go unnoticed by her fellow teamSIT. front her previous four seasons mates. either.

CC

-

DANIEL ESCH / DAILY STAFF

Spartan senior forward Lamisha Augustine will graduate in May after playing with the women’s basketball team since 2001. Augustine was
the 11th player in San Jose State University history to break 1,000 points.
Junior center Amber I lall, who
lust completed her tirst season at
said after has mg a chance
to is .itch Augustine as a fan. she
Ills a lad to have the opportunity to
phi% ssith her in her hi nil season
"I remember so hen 1 sows in high
school, I used to Lome and so itch
the games and I would sue her
play,- I tall said ’ filen I went to
De A rya ’olleget and she would

come to the open gyms and she
used to challenge me a ha
sirphomore fon% ant . \ other
Jackson and \ minstine %s ere alN1 .IS a dominating l’’ice in the loss
post 1 he p.m his miably led the
ie:1111 iii scoring and tebounding all
season
Jackson said that through prat: tieing together day in and day out
they always have a natural sense of

"A hilarious and gloriously

By Annette Andre

POLITICALLY INCORRECT

DAILY STAFF WRITER
’Ile San Jose State t noersit
Ice Skating club so ill host this eat
I S National Intercollegiate I ’gun:

sendup of Washington’s culture of
shameless spin."

$75 off’

kipane., llaii

"ACUTELY HILARIOUS...
This film will make you LAUGH TILL IT HURTS!"

,11,aills.11111g

tsi, 1 I- as,

$20 off
I lair CilierE tiers we of S 00 & up:
s
so

"5HIU31
FUNNY."
trio(

But she said there are also many
things she null miss about her tune
play in Is 1 the Spartans. especially
the Imitate of [urine paint:,
"1 Ike s% hen sun Ians are in the
stands and c% ciy body is cheering. Augustine said "Hut especially the
hand When eke come out of the
locker room and the band is play Mg our school song, that’s what
I’m going to miss "

Spartan figure skaters to compete
in national team championship

AMERICA IS LIVING IN SPIN.

"A SLASHINGLY
HILARIOUS
comedy."

each other on the court.
"We has e a great conununicaion,- Jackson said "I love playing
with Lannsha 1 hir last game phis mg together w as really hard
lite soft spoken Augustine, who
graduates in 51a5 with her degree
in sociology. said she’s ready to
misuse on. She even hired an agent
this week to help get her noticed by
\\
\ recruiters

Hair Color Salon
408.294.9562

MARK CARO.
h unr

nun

Skating ’team championship at
I .ogitech Ice in San Jose \ pril 1-2

’’1 hits is the ,,ne coinpeution
out to all year
that colleges strio
long.- SJSI figure skater Sandy.
schaad said
S1S1.’s team so ill represent five
of the 100 skaters compiling in the
co emit, making them the so tallest
team of the now attending
s.ISI
figure skater \ le gan
Murphy said she was runlet the
impression that the real competition isn’t between the Indus idual
SEE

NATIONALS
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Grand Openinglr
JTA t;.44.4,/ V.44,40,t4t D-4,41
20% OFF
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CAMERA 7. Pruneyard Carnpbnil 559.6900
(111,7, ,
p
Vi ,
s Eh s7

rifNe"

EOr SJSU students & staff
with this coupon
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THANK YOU FOR SMOKING H. .
DON’T COME KNOCKING

" Silo’s,

yiIA DUST
V FON VENDETTA

408 . 286 4900
Vietnamese Cuisine
304A E Santa Clara St. (c_ij 7th
itial1.1111511111416140110011/1101111111K/11111ƒ11114{

FNLUHE TO LAUNCH
,
MIS. HENDERSON PRESENTS
Aaron
ECKHART

Maria
BELLO

Adam
BRODY

Sam
ELLIOTT

Katie
HOLMES

Rob William H.
LOWE
MACY

,

Robert
DUVALL

THANK YOU

FOR SMOKING
Based on the best-selling novel

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS START FRIDAY, MARCH 24
CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR THEATRES AND SHOWTIMES

II

WALK THE LINE
LOS GATOS 41 N Santa Cruz 395-0203
.4 Buso,tes CLASS LINA...
N
*.
INSIDE MAN

PosTALANNEX+,

THE WORLD’S FASTEST INDIAN ,

Ibur Home ( )ffia,

CAMERA 12 ’70’S Second 996.3300
,
sT, IT., WA{ RE ltIFP
Pr
P
S.F. INTL ASIAN-AMERICAN FILM FEST
,iii SUN, MARCH ,
SSA CONFEDERATE STATES Of AMERICA
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X
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Da4y al 0 30 330’ 530 237 0,31,
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2 Sveeiw
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517 7
9 5C 10 50 ,F0 Saion,y,
I Ihr&S’y
SKIM MAN PG1 No Passes,
145 705 925
DRoy a.
TIN NIBS HAVE MS
Daily 12 35i 5 220 043
aaw le.00
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Dvy ,11 5 0, S,u 5,, ’15 5)2 [0, 54’
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Shipping
Parking Supplies
Wary
Mailbox Rental
VW Copies
Color Copies
Passport Photos
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UPS / FedEx
Stamps
Office Supplies
faxing Service
laminating
Greeting Cards
Binding
Internet Access
49404-fr-

49,-, 4%. --/se,
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Located on 4th St. & E. San Carlos St.’’’or.,3-7.e../
123 E. San Carlos St, Son Jose, (A 95112
Ph: 408-975-0893
Ix: 408-975-0958
Store Hours: M-f 9:30-6:30, Sat 11:00-4:00
PostaiAnnek
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Spartans to host Tech Bulldogs,
lose RBI leader for season to injury
By Tatiana Getty
DAILY STAFF WRITER
The San Jose Slate 1 in’, CI ,I1)
baseball team ()pens the 21XX.
Westeni Athletic Conference sea
son tonight in the first of a three
game series against I ouisiana Tech
nit emit) at \ lunicipal Stadium.
nfortunatelt . the team will have
to start the series and continue the
duration of the season without starting first baseman Brandi in Fromm,
who will take
the season to
teem er from
hand surgery
1.ri main
tin
rend) leads the
team ti ith
RBIs
"It’s going
to he a big dent
in our lineup," said infielder Raul
’ainpis ’’I n lllll isone id our big
hitters. Ina at tlw saint’ tune we still
have to go out ;Ind play and just not
think :II sit it"
ri mini said he is optimistic about
the suites against tech.
" \\ 111s1 need to eecine all the
undainentals.’ 1 iiiiiiiii .airl 1 loin
Innititip to nisi taking :Rh aniage 01
clef) Still:Ilion It we pla)
e
II
The Spartans ewet the senes
with an in eta!l weind of I 7.9 and a

formidable opponent and a %%Ay ex
penenced team"
Tech already has a conference
win under its belt after defeating
the University of I lawali this past
weekend 6-1 and 341 The third
game of their senes was cancelled
due to rain.
lie ltulldogs enter the series with
antis erall record of II - 10 and are led
in hitting Itt senior infielder .Xmos
Ramiro. is ho had lour home nuts
and batted in 17 RBIs .Xs a team.
the Bulldogs have 23 honw nuts and
on \ londat junior
pitcher
.1ndrew
Aslup was named
the wm -pitcher

:ASE BALL

OF WDER

of the Week. "Louisiana
is
pretty
Tech
sc.ary it you look
at them’
said
l’uaro
he vhal
lenge is to tt to keep them at bay "
l’01 the Sp:Malls. seilit ii ptchei
Branden I kw mg cimendt leads the
\\
’ with an LRA of I 44and minor
wh,,
oren tones
receo ed his list still this past week
end against I wiair i itt the
eads
the team 151111 5.4 stiikeinits
"\\e [ewe lii o% motile a
of things that San tow slap. doc.,
well. said Bulldogs L ouch X\ ads.
Simoneaus
has ten g"
gixxl delenpitching and is .1 %
sive team 1 het Call tACCItte often
so els as %% ell 55 e need to get phtsi
L .11 at the plate 1,, take the it ill lion]
themTonight’.
uano
aeaut.t the
Bulldogs begins at ri lilt. the w
nes continues Ii p m on I Ilda) and
collICIUtles I tilt On
All
games MC Selledilled hi lake
in
51,111111111.
.1 think new ready,- said
I Ile 55
Is up for gills
11,111111
this teat and we t,iti compel,. ii iilt
et
in our league "

NOTEBOOK

four-game stilt streak alter defeating
it 11,111,ind in a two
the
dame series last stick .ond liethat33
1 ins el sit
Fiesta, Nettie
and
1 its
s ,IN et the iseekend
Nisi sec], Ii e.iend the streak
and bring III !lien 111,1 t onterence w
Iles it III at 110111C
1 411 leant 1111tIVISLIMIN is kat\ at
5.15.1 coach SaIll !Watt)
-It’s the start itLiiifciciice and they
understand that 1 oupwana Tech is a

NATIONALS -

SJSU will have smallest team

continued from page 6
116511,

11 ’s I 61’61 e,,,111 55 WCNI

lie 1 as1 coast has had retire
iridium in die pas’. \se ha. en’t.\ Int phy 5.1111 "V\ e ;lie the Undo
dogs. Intl it Itli I ’1 Iterkelex and
the I no visits ol Pent cr.. teams
ol about iii skate’sl. it ciuuukt he a
plus lot its
ltiishtuil I nui ersity.the in. er.ity
’it I
!Sat-inn !nth i 011ece.
Sin Inuan state I nit
. 1116116111a
,,IN
the 1 nit visits of
\ halm at ului) still be theie iii
it pete
ou (1010 piss up an opportuint to skate against the best com’onion out thew% .ind that is hat
ui ring to do In. ..c.ekeini."
it.
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SJSU boxers look to make knockout impression at Western regional competition
By Evie Smith
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Patrick \ lyers and Jeremiah
Smith will be bobbing and weaving
their way to It’ Berkeley today to
duke it out in the boxing ring, in the
hopes of coming home champions
liii
regional
Tlw
Nkestem
the National I ’ollegiate Boxing
\ss,k1,1111 in .i ill be held at IV
Berkeles starting today, and will
nut through satunkty
Slyer, and Stipa’ are both mem
bets of the 5.151 boxing club
"I’m really excited, I can’t it
\ lyeiN. the team captain and
pestilent 44 the club
Smith, It senior majonng itt soci
olog). is ill he gnicluating this .prinu
"So I have to do good.- tte said
The regional competition hosts
all \Vest I ’,NISI e1111eCtIN I ltd are registeied is ith the Nati, nial ’ollegiate
Busing \ssi s 1,111,,,,
draWn out ell a
6,11115.1116,1,
hat %S all One kiss iesulting in elinunanlicording to lye’s. the boxing
club leis 10 menthe’. .111 ranging in
skill I Hilt Itse of Ilic members have
\1t ers and
competed this y cal I
smith will be lighting in the regional
competition
spun un
d ( . 5
littillilt Sias
til I I1S-t. it hen a student from
551, o115111 died in the ring Inan
Lomat...won during a match
I tic sport returned to 5.151 in
2111111 in the IonlIrif ii lub spoil
membet I I I rindlo
ha. been Ille it Lich oh the boing
club ,iike its lilt amation in 2000
I Its homing toots stretch hack 25
t ca lls
the to train with (the students),
then I hurt int back -’fnijillo said
The team practices at the Police
Xthletie 1 vague stadium and the
55 ashIngli iii I lined 1 outh I enter on
1 list Sticci in 5,111 .111,6c
" C it iii I l’InC PIA" ii sctituutl,

1..)ail said
Sndrea Nloody is one ol three
additional S.’S I skaters hoping
gain a late elltlanCe into the coin
petition
" Site’ nationals, there isn’t any
it her plaCC It) go at the collegiate
le%
\ loody said in a l’eb 21 in
lett let%
si Wad said one it Ille wa, ifls
ii it the wain it oiled to hoia Ill
Initial. ..as in order to get the %%old
out i younger students and 0111(1h-it that San Jose does have a collegiate skating club
1111 excited to bring all these
’cams lii San Jose and showcase
figuic skating at the Lollegiate
let O.. she said "If people kilo..
about us, hope! ully it still help t. ol
legiate pograms glow

DANIEL ESCH /DAILY STAFF
Patrick Myers, left, captain of the San Jose State University Boxing Club, trains with Coach T.J. Trujillo
Tuesday at the WaShingt0I1 United Youth Center in San Jose.
thoe’, a 1.

I

iL,1 ups. %,1111

I tie.i.Liy Iti hely ’,limn) !or the ic
tuinial It iiiipernion
1 on al.. ays \tanl to keep St ill
t’t es oll )1,111 I /T0111.’111.- I 1141110
tiled Illto Ille rine al the tutu
It lii I/115,1N mt. III dilicicig

hil, prietwes is ith
1 he
oiuthis1).1111,
imp: ill a it tllliillulllt)
luutiuitg lilt
’14Ohl , !NI ’titlklltsl Picnic
liii chit classes
fucic’
itit, N
,.10,,
1116
CHOIR ,Ite
NOilliCei K It
I -A
Check out more boxing
I
, N,11,1
is lithe
smith
mulitmedia content online at
0,1.05 in ar i.);
Sic1,161111 LI 1
pound., 0i
I ninth,. ILO 111.2
www.thespartandaily.com
the NI‘s1
then it tir 1)its
me 11111 ii ilu
iiittt eine!
1.1.! 5111ll
.
I lu ..11111!‘et kids
61,,
NI 1
thu toll tail
1 kir, ’Si I Ili I.5411C
I.
and Iv. )
I hest .ilt. S ill iii pi tts 16,1 iii
Lail It 11 I ill I.2,111115 111 he’ll 1 NI1.115
11111,11e 11,21111ln.! 1 11,11II
51111111 N.1161
laugh
1111,,11616, I manic.,
ine %tilde lutitiii!!
tIii11...11111116111.
iiinger
Istitcls Sit ithillic ititttn the tiics
.nurli and
1.ei’,
ear h t thei
inaeilie

on

Itt’ij’tt to euelt 151’ 51111111 Mill S iieis
115111 IIIC si Ill 15,11t 6,1 then’ II the
nil!!

his held stiht Smith.
ant, 01 !in it ihe lace and oh Lolled a 1,1) s sI
tiliS
I le s 410(1111111cl! 5 t ii ant to
’lick IS a is
t
I runllo said
ol ’smith
its antes sparred with \1t ON,
It
slop occamonally stu
Ihli
.vipe the blood oil his
ii Indio It
hate
"Keep I 15 hand. ’wand di tit) get
Ill! 1 ninth, shouted at I CIA :ink,
Si the end 6,1 the lulling Csei
Ise \
and Ninth
tell "the
Sic ..ete spei kled 010i r cit ante.’
1

II titillo ..11,1 that both Niters
and Smith hat e a 1411 III lwart, and it
slit ins in the ring
I Illilik Is hits still (III fine us
t,Il

is ntilllillc
C .1
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Love at First Bite!_
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Wow!The best sandwich I ever had!"

Morels a
Lee’s Sandwiches
Near You!

*

NOW OPEN
tear Now Saciao CO

260 E. Santa Clara St.
@ 6th St. San Jose (408) 286-8808

’

I I

tees has more than
30 sarulroches to
choose from, Plus
lots of other
sof...tatty items

1111
San *we
Stab

0/0

f
Open Daily 6am - 9pm

TOTAL FOOD PURCHASE
Lent 10 orders or servhsches
No! said wuth the/ speoars or discounts
POuttuares not accepted
Valid et 260E Santa Clara Street.
S4rNi’

111111111111111111111111
Jig
.-4ONIMEIIIMEM,N.MOM

I

7

21:1 3errmsa Rd a
/
Ave
20363 Stearns C.,
Sn’Lcsef408, 926 9888
De Ann Blvd
Cupertino i408, 446 5030
2307 McKee Rd 4 N Jackson Ave
San Jose (4081 258-1155
990 Story Rd 4 Clemence Ave
4060 Monterey Rd it Senter Rd
San Jose 1408i 295.3402
San Jose 1408) 2811060
279W Cataveras Blvd 4 Sons Way
AVMs (4081263-1618
2525 S King Rd 484004de Dr
San Jose 0081 274-1596
939W El Camino Real Ste 108
3276S White Rd 4 Atom Rd
4 Mary St
San Jose .14081271.8166
Sunnyvale (4081 774-0595
Call location /or dates and hours of service

LEES SANDWICHES

il locations to serve you ip Call 1-800-640-8880 or visit our website
for a location nearest you.

www.leesandwiches.com
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Disney animation movie
New NBC series portrays
offers a heart-warming tale
unrealistic family life
By Jill Rae Seib
DAILY STAFF WRITER
"Sims & Daughters- is touted as
a new family comedy series, but it
might he wise to put the family to
bed before watching this sluggish,
Ri -13 rated nets show

TV REVIEW
1.11e wiles centeis on a large
and dy stunctional tinnily It takes
a modem -day approach to age old
family problems by frankly de,
cussing all pro ate limuly matters
publicly-.
The writing is actually pretty
funny, is
though the setinanos zo-ted out are a little unbelte% able At the center of the hind!,
is I ’aineron. played by Tred ioss
it -Significant nhers,- and his
beautiful second wife I
iilligan
Forty Aear-Old
iginan.
"The
\
sameron and Ii, Its c with
(Iwo three young children and
Cameron’s older son from his lust
marriai2e. Henry, in a middle class
submit, surrounded by (*melon -s
csi. ndi if Lundy

Henry has just moved back in,
and is unhappy with his new living
situation and does not get along
with his father
lie constantly plays jokes on
his younger stepbrother Lisa and
records the outcomes, much to the
dismay ol Iti and I ’ameron.
In the lost episode. I’ameron
unsuccessfully tries to connect
with his son. walking in on him in
Iii’. room while Henry plays guitar
in his underwear in odd makeup.
’ameron’s sister Sharon and her
husband. Don, are seemingly happily- married, but the family soon
discovers that they hate not had
sex in many years.
Sharon makes the mistake of
yelling this in front of her I3 -year
old daughter, I ’arrie, st ho we latet
learn has one 01 the biggest mouths
in the family
Sharon then begins to light her
husband on the front lao n of their
house. jumping on top ot him and
s’. ildly sw inging
This isit another scene out
of many that makes you think to
y outsell. "Is tlUs for real’’’.
I understand that families are
closer than they used to lie y ears
ago, but yy hen f ’,uric vont ’,nits het
mother about o hs she ;tint I ti.

lather sleep in separate bedrooms,
the conversation just seems a little
bit contrived.
I ’riffle asks her mother if they
"knock boots, plow the field or
park the car" and this seems just a
little unrealistic.
"[hen there is Jenna, Cameron’s
younger half-sister who was one of
the cool kids in high school but is
now a single mother working in a
diner, and finds herself constantly harassed by her child’s father,
NVIntey
Vt Iniey is the typical guy who
was cool in high school but fails to
do anything with his life and then
just floats from job to job unable
It) gni: Jenna anything but headaches
Lich episode follows the characters through the personal dramas
in then Its es and with each other
-Sons & Mughters" could have
been a good show, hut the lack of
authenticity and good acting makes
me wonder if it will make it to season two
en though 1 -tinny Award -win.
fling produce: Torn, fichads of
",saturday, Night lav e- is counted
.ine of the executit e producers,
the shots comes now here el, ’Se It
prok iding the laughs 01 SNI.

’Totoro’ depicts sisterhood and love
By Kiersten Gustafson

A

DAILY STAFF WRITER
51,11 Stahl It, It mcli base Yith
\ tsit
1’11\11100d Again. go vlwvk
tiiI layiia Xlia/aki s amine XI,.
121ibin I Iti
tint it ultiUtit lust
ihe tin k

MOVIE REVIEW
l’rom the dnector of
the
Academy Award nominee "’sil1 loyv I’s
I taunted
( ;isi le
and
"inne,’ui led
.kc,tdclut
\way."
\ Is swighhot I otoro
blends tus id it ti ’is and playful
characters to giab the attention of
both the young and old
1 ’dike some
it \iis,i,akt’s
other 111111. though. -Sly Neighbor
TOM"’ dovNII.I kite an) hilence
and is duetted toward a younger
generation
At the heart of this family film

girl. and \ lei. her plav ul 4 yea;
old SISICI
\\ hilt. ;malting their sick mother
to return twin the hospital, Salsuki.
Nlei and then lather settle into their
neo i tuiiiitty home, o inch rests at
the loot of a towering and majestic
amphor nee It doesn’t take long
lietore the two sisters discover that
the tree holds more than just ty pical
berries and Ill/ski:IN
hle dii as Nlei is playing in
the lush playground of het y
she sites two transparent and rabbit -like creatures collecting nuts,
w hich quickly’ leads to her chasing
them up the camphor tree. While
pursuing the jittery little creatures,
she happens upon the giant forest
spirit nanwd Tomo After making
friends with the tree -dwelling spirit
then ad% entures begin
I hough Totoro never says a
oord throughout the enure ti
and belts out munerous earth -shaking howls, he proves to be a kind

mi.

See the Drink of

lilt until titit...111M
Tortoro,
Beyond
the
Itio
Ally azaki conjures up lilts of play MI characters, including the black
and I iii, "soot sprites."
Bright flowers and buttedlies
paint Mans scenes. which often
beckon the watcher to jump right
in The
blends simple and
whimsical animation with realistic
\
and picturesque artwork 1 I
sual contradiction provides
site dichotomy that is ititetcsitIit 1,,
see
Though the film is animated.
Nliyataki’s two characters are so
reaI istic that at times, the fact that
it
a cartoon is forgotten Both
Dakota Fanning and her little ’,I
ter Elle Fanning do wonderful
providing voices for Saistiki and
XIei
Beyond the filin’s viv id anima
lion and acting. the heart of the film
qlt t -t a message of friend.ship.
!mud
and love. "Nly Neighbor
a definite winner

Notre Dame de Namur University

the Week online

Admissions

Friday

(650) 508-3532
eve admit(dndnu edu

EVENING BS DEGREES:
Computer Science
Software Engineering & Management

NDNU

Small Evening Classes
Internship Opportunities
JAVA, Web Applications, Databases

www.ndnu.edu

By Jill Rae Seib
DAILY STAFF WRITER
"Whisper of the I leart" is a simple and compassionate tale of first
love and perseverance in discovering a dream The movie takes you
on a magical journey of self-discovery and tugs on the heartstrings
in all the right places.

MOVIE REVIEW
le
I lome , I ’ountry
" I a kc
song originalRoads.- the it
ly recorded by John Denver, plays
as we descend over Tokyo and are
introduced to the movie’s main
character. Shizuku.
Remember this song, as it plays
an important role in the English
version 01 a popular Japanese entitle mov it’ The Min is based on a
screenplay written by vy ell -known
animator I lay ao NI1.1/11k1
Shltall IS a ’Wilt,’ high school
student on her last summet break
Cs el. she IS
melt re graduation
1101 .1 1 put id teenager
:shit idol likes to write poems
and I nes. She is working on a song
Itt het graduatn in. and surprising c hear "I ’ountry Roads "This
is the song she composes to be the
graduation song for het friends.
and it adds a special It
to the
IllOs IC
Shit iiktm Is searching tor some
thing in het Ide and in heisell
something to lake her as%
the day to day eve.tence she is
evpenencing ;it home in \\ etein
Tokyo I Mike most 01 her I nends.
Shizuku would rather spend her
I

hots

COURTESY OF WALT DISNEY HOME ENTERTAINMENT
time reading books than gossiping
about boys
We first witness this when we
learn that Shituku is trying to
read 20 books before school starts
again, and is surprisingly close to
completing her task. An interesting thing begins to happen as she
checks unit book alter book
Shi/uku begins to notice that
someone is checking out the same
books right before she does. Nub
checkout card she pulls out from
the inside of the books bears Ike
11:1111t:
111:1/aWa
’III It ts115 beetle, it htlild as this
my swoons name is stun repeatedly shiniku btciius itt lay dream
about who he is and w hat he is
like
Iurtlut’u its ist is thrown in
tt hen
Shiiiiki(s friend Sugunura
his
e
tor her, jUSE as
Shi/ukti is Hying to tell him that
Item !WM Mend mar has a crush
,mit lum
l’he ads entitle starts when
Shiiiiku boards tt train to Ming
her Lithei his lunch at the library

where he works. A pectiliai little
cat is on the train and he glairs her
attention.
Shiinkti follovvs the cat, intrigued by his ambit alence to her.
Ile begins to lead Iwt on It wild
chase that ends tip at a quaint little
storefront
Inside the store, Shiniku finds
all sorts of fun and lascinating treasures and stumbles upon the
owner, a kindly- old man I it .1,, ,ts
her the shop’s finest toy, at .11 Ii II
rifle named the Baron. w hi, lilt an integral role in the mot ie
The animation in this mitt’s le is
so beautiful. it feels like y ou are
in It lantasy world I suit th,ttigh it
is iii amine cartoon, the plot Is so
It cll \ \ linen and the ellatilelels
SO %%ell des eloped that it feels It
till arc just watching
life cperienees
l’here ale some it-Login/able
%owes in the 111,1, SlICII .1s lb ittany
Snoo I Nuterictin I ticainst t owing
the hu,it,tu CI 01 sht/ukii and Cary
Hoes twin the Ponces, linde as
the %MCC 01 IIIC eistss IIIIC Ilanimmi

,
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STEALTH VS. BUFFALO BANDITS
FRIDAY, MARCH 31 ’7:30 PM
HP PAVILION AT SAN JOSE
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LADIES NIGHT
PRESENTED BY ALICE@97.3!
MEN DRESSED STEAL111 PLAYERS ANDAtice stint
WI I FEF GMNG OUT PRI7FS All NICA IT IN ME
LADIES I EN INCE

IOW

Spring
Break
Edition

r

$2 BEER AND PEPSI!
"UP CLOSE" LOWER BOWL TICKETS
STARTING AT JUST S15
$S OFF TICKET WITH
COLLEGE STUDENT I.D.
’harts evadable at the HP Petalloo ticket t,ttt,e ohltne
at ticketrylastar amyl, I lEIEPtmaster taket centets ot by
phone at 408 998 TIXS, 415 421 11X5 of 510 625 IRS

27:Fad
Brie Marhenke
NVomen’s Swimming/Diving
rim swimmer since Charlotte Pierce to
rcpresent SJSC in an \ C1.1 meet, while shw
heating her ibchool record in the 100M Frceatyk,

tickvtLklatill

Man Winck
Baseball
tiolds the .\11-Timc Spartan record for
pitching appairancat, previously held by
forma Spartan, Jun Las-inc (91.94).
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Video Games Live offers gaming music
By Janet Marcelo

s% etc the most Noun aua) with the
event and how powerful it was."
Co-creator, co-executive and
conductor Jack Wall said it took
a lot of %vork and sweat to put the
music together with the videos and
prepare the music.
Tallarico said the show is quite
technical. In sonic pans, some
members of the crowd are asked to
come up on the stage and compete
uith one another as the orchestra
mimics what’s happening on the

DAILY STAFF WRITER

All the greatest video game music from oldies such as "Fong" and
"Mario Brothers" to newer music from "World of Warcraft" and
"Kingdom Hearts," plus 20 other
games accompanied by a 50 -piece
orchestra and 30-person chorus
makes for one amazing visual laser
and lights concert at Video iames
1 aye
Video Games Live makes its
debut in San Jose this I riday at the
San Jose Civic Auditotittin at KM
p.m.
"(It’s) a celebration of the game
industry with costumes. game
demos and meet -and -greets %%jib
composers and creators," said ere
atm executive producer and host
"formny Tallarico.
Tallarico said Wei, I nines
ave is a rock show mixed yy III 111
orchestra in an event that isn’t pist
a concert for video game players,
’s fun for the entire family
’(We) debuted at the I lolly wood
Bowl to an audience that included
moms and grandmas WI141 brought
their kids or grandkids." Tallaneo
Sind "ThOtie were the people that

troduced to them."
Symphony
Valley
Silicon
founder Andrew Bales said Video
Games lave was a great and fun
concept that takes musical elements and puts a new emphasis on
them.
"(We) did something similar
last year with Final Fantasy songs,
and the audience loved it," Bales
said. "(They) loved all the ranges
of quality and sophistication the
show had to offer"
It’s a wonderful and different
concert experience even for non concertgoers or non-gamers. Bales
said.
Bales said musicians practice
separately before the event and it
isn’t until a week before the event
that they all come together and
play as a group.
The world tour kicks off in San
Jose, consisting of 15 to 20 days
!stung places all around the world
including Chicago, New York.
’Finnto, Montreal, Japan and
AuNti.thit. Tallrico said.
"(lint %cry proud of it, to be
there ugh es cryone and to do it
in the birthplace of video games,"
Tallanco said "It is the first time
the concert will be perfomwd in
San Jose and there will be some
special events "

Screen

The demonstrations are done
from beginning to end, with the
music changing on the fly. Wall
said.
"We match what is going on
the scwen depending on what the
play ei is doing, and the audience
is going nuts because ills so exciting to svatch and it rust makes you
laugh and smile," Wall said.
mphony Silicon Valley and
San Jose State I ’mversity students
will help by pros iding nwmbers for
the chorus and orchestra, Tallarico
said
"It is important to use the talents
and people of the city. -I allanco
said. "(It’s) good for the S mphonv
because it will bring a new generation to it or have the orchestra in-

’Brick’ gets rave reviews
By Annette Andre

element of unpredictability to the
tilm, an aspect that seems to be
missing front most I lolly wood interpretations of high school
Throughout the course of the
movie, ( iordon I.es itt’s character
spends his time ins estigating the
death of his es gultriend. Emily
(Lmilie de Ras in of "I ost")
fearless attitude carties him into
dangerous situations in% 01% mug
drugs, corruption. greed and Imo
Yet it IS Brendan’s intelligent e that
S(k)fl turns him into the most dan
gerous character of all
As the iny Ste IS 1101111.1 1 11111
death begins to sin face. I iordon
Ler, itt’s charactet decides to seek
engeance III a is a) that can’t he
predicted
lises oh those ins olscd \soh
Brendan become tragicall; altmed,
worcts bveome esp,,sed and some
c hatacters in the mos
meet a
tragic end
"1 think a lot of mm it’s that are
about high school these days arc
made bs people who are looking
1,ack on their high school das s and
I he; laugh :ind say ’oh ss ss cit sill> it ell:11.1 it e So t he t Make them:
mos les that me kind ot held, sill)
add led, -I irqdr111 IL’S It saki
-lila that ni1S11.1 nhat high

DAILY STAFF WRITER

11,ery once in a while an actor
is lucky enough to take part in the
making of a film so beautifully orchestrated that it can be described
as a work of art \ ctor Joseph

MOVIE REVIEW
iordon- xv in was auarded such
an opportunity when he decided
to take the lead in Rian Johnson’s.
"Brick
"When I read this script, I was
shocked,- Gordon
ill said Ihe
actor, who is best known Iry his
roles in "I() ’(flings I Ilate About
You- and "Third Rock From the
Sun," said that Johnson’s heautil id
use of language in the script is a
rarity these days.
"Brick- Maintain!: Sonic aSpeers
01 the stereotypical teen mos- le
with the popular CrOn rt. the meat head football pla; e. the bully.
the nerds and the social outcast
I losses cr. the toot ic ran in no ss a;
be described as tspwal
dai k
and lily sterious lirendan 1 !est..
played by iordon-I .es It!. adds I he

SPANISH CASTLE Cozy w Fireplace Jr 1 Suites from $875 A
$400 deposit subject to credit approval
is no,. miring FT and PT House Painters and Production 1040-58 N 4th St/ Hedding
Quiet location secured entry Large eat -in kitchen tall ceilings w/
Managers
office or den area
No exp nec
Free DSL vv/ lyr lease
Training Provided
14081509-1750/295.4700
South Bay Areas
Exterior-Residential
18yrs oidv
$850411 00/ hr
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN (includes cosmetic) $6900
Contact studentpainters net@hotmail corn
per year Save 30%-60% For info call 1-800-655-3225 or www
PROMOTIONAL TEAM! Bliss and Donedeal Promotions now studentdental corn or www goldenwestdental corn
hiring promotional team For information call Aimie at (408) 781- PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
5216
Experienced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
ESL is a specialty Grace'(831)252-1108 or Evagracergiaoi com
or visit ,wv, aracenoteseclitinq corn
We are in need of a receptionist on Tues & Thum 1-4/5pm. and
2 Sat / mth 8-2/3pm Must have exc written 8 verbal skills 112/
hr Willing to train 14081691-0495 Sue
All sinipie tax returns at a low tale of $70 aniy Please stop by
your neighborhood Jackson Hewitt Tax Service Office located at
WAREHOUSE POSITION Available Monday-Friday Part/Full
the corner of 15th arid Santa Clara St k 408)293-1148
Time 10am-7pm Flexible Schedule Detailed Order Puller 1800/
Hr Apply in Person Monday -Friday, Barn to 5pm Golden State
Is, 1404 S 7th St San Jose Corner of 7th 8 Alma No Phone
Calls Please

STUDENTPAINTERS.NET

DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students
Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck Heavy
lilting is required Cad 408 292.7876
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant
Toddler & Preschool Teachers 8 Aides F/ T & P/ T positions
available Substitute positions are also avail that offer flexible his
ECE units are req d for teacher positions but not reqd for Aide
positions Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
Please call Cathy for an interview (1:p 244-1968 X16 or fax res
to 248-7433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. k-ath school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare P/ T afternoons No ECE units
rectd Previous childcare exp a must Please call 248-2464
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic team players to work at nearby malls
hospitals, private events & country clubs FT/PT avail We will
work around your school schedule Must have clean DMV and
be able to drive manual transmission vehicles Lots of fun & earn
good money Call (408) 593-4332 or (408) 867-7275
SWIM TEACHERS! Year round program indoor pool Experience
with children a must Teaching experience not required AM/PM/
WE shifts available Email resume to sdavis@avac us
NOW HIRINGIlf youare looking for ajob we can help’ Register with
SpartaSystem (the Career Center s online career management
tool) and access over 800 Job listings on SpartaJOBS, the Career
Center’s official Job and internship bank Its easy. visit us at WWW
careercenter sisu edu sign in and search SpartaJOBS’
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security-All His 24/7 PT/ FT
Possible Commute Recptionst/ Schduler-Eve PT 140812474827
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP needed for small exclusive
shop 8 kennel P/ T. Tues-Sat Must be reliable honest 8 able to
do physical work Prefer exp working w/ dogs but will train Great
oppty for dog lover 408 371-9115 or fax res to 377-0109

SERVICES

DENTAL OFFICE

GET YOUR TAXES DONE TODAY
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Lach line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mail:. :nu! space is formatted into air ad line. The 1-11111
line will he iiei in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A mini llllllll of thire lines is required.
1)eatiline is I 0:00ANI. 2 weekdays prior to pubhcation.
MINIMUM ’11-113EE LINE GLASSUIED AD.
2
3
4
5
I
DAYS:
$12.00
$15.00
118.00
$6.00
89.00
RATE
RATE INCREASES VW FA(31ADDITInNAL LINE AFTER 111E Titian LINE PEN Alc
RA EE INcREASEA 1700 EX 31 ADOTIoNAL DAY AFTER ’THE FIVn I DAV EER u r
lurks Asii. I x)NSE/ :UTNE UM r rNtli. ALL ADS ARE PRETAID. NO REF1JNIrs r rt.: . :AN, 612.1.11 ADS
AnDrn rNAL wr r11119 MAY BE efrlir AT A c3-IAROE 11E11.00 PEA WIRD
PLEQUENCILDLSCOUNI,
40+ consecutive ismec 10 s discount.

..
h. .
..,

In *ban aatelan IND. raw...,

...Oa ....le a ...wham, ta

Now

ShImul I :leemledy I hthne at

WWW.THESPARTANDAILYA :11S1
(Ziestions? 408-924-3277

Or

GRADUATE DEBT-FREE
Discover the career path that will let you do what you love and
make serious $11 doing rt
Call for info 650-240-0147 or visit www provenincomeopportunrty
COM

WANTED
$SPERM DONORS NEEDEDS Up to $900/month Healthy MEN
in college or w/ a college degree wanted for our anonymous
sperm donor program Help people realize their dreams of
starting a family
APPLY ONLINE
www cryobankdonors corn

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
30

v -,lie Inc

r

PREVIOUS SOLUTION
HOW TO PLAY
Each row must contain
the numbers 1 to 9,
each column must contain the numbers 1 to
9, and each set of 3 by
3 boxes must contain
the numbers 1109

OPPORTUNITIES
TRAVEL AGENT PT/ FT No exp Home biz Great travel benefits’
Earn while you learn’ 12091962-0654/6312

35

6

4

NOTARY PUBLIC Downtown San Jose at 4th 8 St John 2 Blks
from campus 115 N 4th Street Suite #125 408-286-2060

36
37
38
39
42
43
45
46
48

2

11.4U S’I’UDENT ItATL 10. discount. Ms mun be els.ed ni person in DBII 209 front 10:Ull
STUDENT II) REQUIRED. Rote Applies to student’s individual ails only.
Not intended for businesses and/or other penons. Frequency disrinult does not apply.
3/23/06
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CLVSSIFIED AD RAU LNI:()RNLVI’ION

SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services ad,ertised above
nor is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of
the Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offering are
approved or verified by the newspaper

creme

Difficulty: I iii! 51
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FOR RENT

2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/
ATTN: SJSU STUDENTS PART-TIME OPENINGS’ $1500 roommates" Great Floor Plan! VVasher & Dryers on premisis
Parking
available" Only $1,050/ mo, may work with you on the
BASE -app( " Vector the company for students has part-time
deposit" (408)378-1409
openings available for Customer Sales/ Service The positions
HOUSING FOR YOU AT THE SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE’
offer numerous unique benefits for students
We offer Housing for American 8 International Students ’An
"’HIGH STARTING PAY
intercultural experience with international students ’One semester
**FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
contract ’Computer lab study room & student kitchen ’Wireless
"internships Possible
Internet access ’A safe friendly 8 home -like environment Various
""All Majors May Apply
cultural activities ’Parking also rented to non-resdentsi VVe
"No Exp Necessary
are currently accepting applications The International House is
""Training Provided
Earn income 8 Gain Experience’ VVatch for us on-campus located @ 360 So 11th Street If you are interested or have
throughout the semester or CALL 866-1100 9am-5pm www further questions please call 924-6570
workforstudents corn/ sisu
LG 1BR, 2 BR & STUDIO 1050 S 12th St/Keyes
AUDIONISUAL TECHS needed Great pay & Fun’ Part -full From $795 8 $99 Dep Subject to credit approval Priv Park Area
time work Spanish language skills a plus Email resume to ell@ Excellent Location’ VValk to SJSU shuttle Free DSL w/1yr lease
summercinema rom
14081 291-0921
MEDICAL OFFICE: Bilingual Chinese & Bilingual Korean office 2BORM/1BA Walk to SJSU $1000/ mo Parking Laundry No
a
few
blocks
from
office
located
help wanted Part-time Medical
Pets 408-559-1356 Days
SJSUI Fax resume to 288-6698
SPECTACULAR STUDIO SUITE Quiet Vict Style building From
LOS GATOS SWIM 8. RACQUET CLUB is currently accepting $875 w / fireplace
applications for positions in the following departments Front All newly renovated, Tall ceilings Lg walk-in closet claw foot
Desk. Fitness Staff Summer Camp. Childcare 8 Age -Group tubs cozy kitchen, onsite laundry room. Quiet secured entry
Swim Coaches Applicants are to be outgoing able to multi -task Walk to Lt Rail & SJSU
& good customer service is a must PT-AM/ PM shifts available Free DSL w/ 1 yr Lease
For more info call 1408) 356-2136 or Fax resume to 1408/ 358- 260N 3rd St (408) 509-1750
2593
2 ROOMS FOR RENT New Condo complex near Japan Town,
STUDIO 8 NIGHTCLUB Now hiring BarBacks. Cocktail next to Park Secure area and close to freeways 87 101. and
Waitresses, Security. Promo People and Cashiers Apply in 880 5650 00 per room all utilities included please call alex
person Thur-Sat 8pm-9pm 8 So 1st Street Downtown San anytime and leave a message thanks (408)204-4680
Jose

Phoa

SUDOKU

CLASS INSTRUCTORS 820428 Energetic instructors needed
for classes in aerobics karate yoga plates dance guitar
chess language and more Looking for reliable self starters
Positions availble in your neighborhood Fax resume 4089714761 Classes begin soon Ask about bonus (408(971-4760

school was like for me For me,
high school was very senous. If
the girl that I liked didn’t like me.
that was like dying," he said.
lkspite the tragic scenarios that
are presented in the movie and the
noir mystery elements that are not
prevalent in day-to-day life, there
is something about "Brick" that
makes it more real than I lolly wood
films on school life
-Brisk isn’t about is hat high
school may be is. but it IS about
hots it feels.- i iordon- I .es in said.
-Brick" uas lamed on a loss
budget and was shi it an only 25
day s, which %Yam’ I effected in the
final product
\ ccording to I iordon -Les Ill,
Johnson. the Yy titer and director of
"Brick." had been 55 irking on the
script for neat ly I years
irirr,hi I es itt has made a nallle
rot litinsell thiough his past roles,
but it wasn’t until recently that he
realiied his ssork re,illr, Miler:
it inner of the
.1 he 111111 n
Mukluk,: I thit I e,li% al’s Special
Jury Prue tot mgmalits ot \ ision
an 2005
"Brick" ti as let els ck1 so well
by audiences that it ssas bruight by
Focus Features "Bock" is a must
see It will be out in \t,llt It ;I

131.1)c;: DBII 209
PIIN: 408-924-3277
FAx: 408-924-3282
Entail: classified@,casa.sistLeciti
Illespartandaily.com
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50
51
52
54
58
62
63
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

ACROSS

They need a PIN
Go limp
Bass or tenor
Daytime drama
Novelist - Seton
Behind
CUZCO founder
Bug repellent
Office Worker
More intense
Says confidently
Mini -pies
Preserve fruit
Harvests wool
Toothpaste or
shampoo
Frontier saloon
plus
Animal loot
Don Juan
Toronto’s prov
Elvis’s home
Hi -ti records
Ovid works
Prunes a hedge
Skirmish
Amusement park
feature
Outlaw pursuers
Code for O’Hare
Castles in chess
Like fish fillet
Said hi
melt amor
Frizzy hairdo
Bump or knot
Economy-size
Roquefort hue
Ships company
Beethoven
dedicatee
Get smart with
Vast ages

DOWN

1 Get real, (2 wits f
2 Braxton or Teen/le

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
K. I NO
ViI NI .SIB,S.M,T
I .D.E.A
ARE NA
L.E. IA
CAPS
TA INT
OMEN
K.H.A.K. I S
GUESS I NO
SOLED
CH I [M.S...
ACID AN
T 0 7,0
0, I .L
Y A M A.H.A
N,U,B S
ANY
G L I .D.EH,EP
ALMA
MITERS
DO.0
WHAM
EVENS
A.V.A.L 0 N
V.O.I.E.S
TRAM P L.t.S
H E E.H.A yil
BOLO I CACAO
BASE
SPAR
O.V.A.L .S
A SEA
PENS
AER I E
SALT
1 I 06

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
27
28
29
31
32
33

2 2006 Undea FelalleiSyncitcsto

Kitchen spice
Plain
Hip boots
Listless
Caustic
substance
Bye. in Bnstol
thyph
Feudal tenant
More frequently
Canal
Bronze coin
Psyche’s
beloved
Pool shot
Jules Verne
torte (hyph )
Bottle cork
Lampoon
Knshna devotee
Gnawed away
Appreciative
sighs
Knells
Madras money

inc

34 Thumbs-up
votes
36 MD employers
40 Slip past
41 Use a pipe
44 Sure winners
(hyph
47 Inherent quality
49 Rococo
50 Like a sponge
53 Mean people
54 Old ruler of
Venice
55 "Iron Man’
Zatopek
EInth
56
57 Pats on
59 Matador’s foe
60 Jeannie
portrayer
61 Flower droplets
64 Gulf St

10
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IN
SAN JOSE

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS STOREfi
SAN JOSE MARKETCENTER
561 COLEMAN AVE.
Grand Opening Week Special Hours:
Sunday 10am-8pm Monday -Saturday 9om-lOpm
visa us 43411Khoek.com for store locator

FINE ARTS SUPERSTORE itt MORE!

Basks Acrylic Paint

amm

4irr ’ rriorl
Reg 529

&Mahe/lets.

Save 43%

0

16"x20" Value Canvas

r

Rog 199

Artist Portfolios Rog. 5.49 to 59.99
; Sharpie Markers Rog 1 79 to 14 49
[’elude, pm! nuke, 40 Shape’ net

open stock 4gege Iddk

[oi loew Corner Artist Paintbrush Sets Reg. 599 lo 15 99
Exclucloldoro

steori poortbrush son

General’s’. Pencils & Kits Rog. 1.29 to 16.49

L
SUNDAY ONY!
um gm wpm

’S

OFF

Any One
Regular
Priced
Item

600

InRegisterMichaels
Cards!
Gift
to win the top prize of

a 100 Gift Card or be one of 14 other winners!

Sun ay Coupon

19, 2006
COUPON UN SUNDA1, MARCH

J111401411,
INN

.1

Details at the Grand Opening store

* ’250 Custom Floral Order * /50 Custom Framing Order - 1 winner
* One Year of Free Classes * One Free Party Room Rental - 5
1 Werner

1 Winner

Winners

INS SIM NM

Details at the Grand Opening Store

Great Giveaways

Inspiration Everywhere You Look!
%

Your
Custom
Framing
Order
OFFER VALID ON CUSTOM FRAFAING ORDER
PLACED SUNDAY, MARCH 19 SATURDAY, MARCH 75 2006

OFF

Any One I
Regular
Priced
Item I

Monday through Thursday Coupon

Friday and Saturday Coupon

COUPON VALID MONDAY, MARCH 20 THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 2006

COUPON VALID FRIDAY MARCH 24 8 SATURDAY MARDI 25 2006

H

COUPON VALID AT GRAND OPENING STORE ONLY
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COUPON VALID AT GRAND OPENING STORE ONLY

NO (1Wan per rudOesepfLV
(OraPe riltrol 4 %omitted al htne nI piorhine Mey .1.,’ ’
ron
yrod any other row, day role ort140,00 hi,), IP ’ ’ ’
i or solo rood valor to
rods, grtt rook. dt orlon*, room poor or rkos leo, 1 rr Irr4r aerrrl .rrrr
’
spend men onion foregoood meteor VaIrd or ht.or.’.
14ewnrheters ,Int enepled 1141 whole oinkeed

I

Ell L

giMPin
4
00 100 18283
3
MIMI MINN INN 11111111 III= 11111 MINN MINI MIN III

Percent Off Discounts Are Off Original Ticketed Price.

Offichae
THF ARTS AND CRAFTS STORE

Prices Good Sunday, March 19 through Saturday, March 25, 2006
Prices and Sale Items Available at Grand Opening Store Only. Percent Off Discounts Are Off Original Ticketed Price.
For the Michoels nearest you call TOLL FREE 1 800-MICHAELS 11 800 642-42351 or visit us dMithaels.corn for store locator and lots more.
CII
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